


My name is Inga Lukauskiene, and I am a Lithuanian-
born interior designer. I have a real passion for 
textiles, particularly linen. I love absolutely 
everything about it: its strength, coarseness, and 
durability; the way it ages beautifully, and - I have to 
admit - even its tendency to crease.

Lithuania and my family have strong traditions of flax 
growing and linen production, and I have always felt 
that more could be done to represent the beauty of 
Lithuanian linen and fine craftsmanship. With this 
idea in mind, I graduated from London’s KLC School 
of Design, and decided to focus on creating beautiful 
home accessories from linen.

I am introducing my luxurious yet affordable linen 
brand, LinenMe, and I hope you enjoy exploring my 
collections of home textiles and clothes.

Yours, 

F O R E W O R D



M A N U FA C T U R I N G

We have our own manufacturing unit in Lithuania, 
with more than 40 years of linen production 
experience and flexibility at lower cost. We keep
more than 1000 different linen fabrics in stock and 
make all your items to order. The linen production 
facility uses each and every inch of fabric, with hardly 
anything going to waste.

D E S I G N

All our product designs are inspired by our customers, 
and then carefully selected by our in-house designer, 
Inga Lukauskiene, a graduate of KLC School of 
Design in London. Her family has worked in the flax 
industry for over 40 years, and currently owns a linen 
manufacturing unit.

M A R K E T I N G 

We try to avoid all the marketing gimmicks that 
are ineffective and increase the final value of the 
product. Staying away from all the unnecessary and 
costly marketing actions, we stick to the basics, and 
are proud to be in the position to offer luxurious and 
affordable linen every day.

LinenMe is a small yet rapidly growing business.
We design, manufacture and deliver probably the 
widest assortment of linen home textiles to more 
than 60 countries around the world. Our main focus 
is to ensure that each and every item we carry in 
our assortment or make bespoke for you, is also 
affordable.

L U X U R Y
YO U  C A N  A F F O R D



Discover the exquisite beauty of fine Lithuanian linen, full 
of sensual texture and style. The coolness of the fabric, soft 
touch & absorbency makes this fabric ideal for sleeping. 
Over centuries, in many cultures worldwide, one of the 
most important heirlooms a loving mother could give to her 
daughter on her wedding day was linen passed on to her from 
previous generations. Now linen bedding is found in all of 
our homes where it is appreciated for its qualities of softness 
& absorbency.
Stone Washed Bed linen collection is dedicated for royal sleep. 
Stone washed linen fabric is easy care – it can be machine 
washed, tumble dried without a fear of shrinkage, it has 
soft natural crumples that add some chic look and therefore 
needs no ironing. 100 % linen fabric density 165g m².
Duvet covers finished with buttons, pillow case finished as 
‘envelope’

US sizes: 
Duvet: 68’’x86’’ (TWIN), 86’’x86’’ (QUEEN) , 104’’x86’’ (KING).
Pillow case: 20’’x26’ (STD), 26’’x26’ (Euro Sham), 20’’x36’’ (KING).
Flat sheets: 66’’x102’’, 90’’x102’’, 108’’x102’’.
Fitted sheets : 39’’x75’’x14’’, 54’’x75’’x14’’, 60’’x80’’x14’’,
78’’x80’’x14’’

UK sizes:
Duvet: 140 x 200 cm, 200 x 200 cm, 230 x 220 cm, 260 x220 cm.
Pillow case: 50 x 75 cm, 65 x 65 cm, 50 x 90 cm.
Flat sheets: 180 x 275 cm, 230 x 275 cm, 275 x 295 cm.
Fitted sheets: 135x190x20 cm, 135x190x20 cm, 150x200x20 cm,
190x200x20 cm.
Any size is available per request.

STONE WASHED COLORS

OFF WHITE  ALOE GREEN BALSAM GREEN

NAVY BLUE NATURAL CANYON ROSE 
MELANGE

SILVER

TAUPE BLUEBERRY

CANYON ROSE

RABBIT MELANGE

HERRINGBONE 
CITRINE

HERRINGBONE 
NAVY

OPTICAL WHITE ROSA BLUE

CITRINE

STONE BLUE (NEW)

BLUE RHOMB (NEW) RABBIT

COBALT

ICE BLUE



“Piping” is a classic & refined style offering a fine 
flat piping around the edges of the duvet cover & 
pillowcases.  The duvet and pillowcases are 100% linen.
“Hemstitch” style offers a small hemstitch edge 
around the edge of the pillowcases & the duvet cover.  
It is a style of our grandmother’s heritage. 100% linen, 
not prewashed and weighing 125g/m². Only duvets and 
pillow cases are available. 

Duvet covers finished with buttons. Pillow case 
finished as ‘envelope’. 
US sizes:
Duvets: 68’’x86’’, 86’’x86’’, 104’’x86’’.
Pillow cases: 20’’x26’, 26’’x26’, 20’’x36’’. 

UK sizes:
Duvets: 140 x 200 cm, 200 x 200 cm, 230 x 220 cm, 260 
x220 cm. 
Pillow cases: 50 x 75 cm, 65 x 65 cm, 50 x 90 cm.

BED LINEN: 
PIPING & 
HEMSTITCH

COLORS

PLATINUM  MINT

NATURAL GREY

OPTICAL SILVER

OFF WHITE



Fantasy invites itself into the LinenMe bed with the 
“Jazz” & “Multistripe” styles. Simply modern based on 
antique patterns high quality pure linen bedding puts 
old-fashioned flannels back in the closet. Bed Linen 
products made from this 100% prewashed heavier (200g/
m²) linen have a natural and raw look, which perfectly 
fits with current style trends. The fitted sheets and flat 
sheets are not available in these two lines.

Duvet covers finished with buttons. 
Pillow case finished as ‘envelope’. 

US sizes:
Duvets: 68’’x86’’, 86’’x86’’, 104’’x86’’.
Pillow cases: 20’’x26’, 26’’x26’, 20’’x36’’. 

UK sizes:
Duvets: 140 x 200 cm, 200 x 200 cm,
 230 x 220 cm, 260 x220 cm. 
Pillow cases: 50 x 75 cm, 
65 x 65 cm, 50 x 90 cm.

BED LINEN:
STRIPES

COLORS

JAZZ  RED NATURAL

JAZZ  NAVY WHITE

MULTISTRIPE NATURAL 

WHITE



LinenMe creates luxury table linen for both formal 
and casual dining, offering a wide range of designs. 
The more the fabric is laundered, the softer it becomes 
making it an everyday essential.
Lara is 100% prewashed linen in a subtle chevron 
design.  The color range is current to match any table 
setting in any décor. Fabric density is 280g/m². Lara is 
available in more than 30 colors. 

Tablecloths: 53’’ x 55’’ (135x140cm), 53’’ x 98’’ 
(135x 250cm), 53’’ x 120’’ (132 x 305cm).

Tablecloths with added fabric pieces: 70’’x70’’ 
(178x178cm), 70’’x90’’ (178x229cm),
 70’’x120’’ (178x305cm).

Runner: 20’’ x 55’’ (50x140cm), 16’’ x 72’’
 (43x183cm), 16’’ x 90’’ (43x229cm).

Placemats: 14’’ x 20’’ (35 x 50 cm).

Hand woven placemats: 14’’x20’’ (35 x 50 cm) 
2 sides finished with natural borders

Napkins: 17’’ x 17’’ (42x42 cm)
Other sizes and models upon request.

TABLE LINEN:
LARA

COLORS

RUST GOLD DARK GREEN GREY COOPER

PLATINUM

ORANGE

CELERY FRENCH BLUE NATURAL SLATE

CREAM

TANGERINE

YELLOW CHAMBRAY SILVER

 PEACH

SALMON BALSAM GREEN 

PISTACHIO

IRON CITRINE TEAL GRAPHITE AUBERGINE

OFF WHITE

CORAL CANYON ROSE 

CITRON LAKE BLUE

STONE BLUE (NEW)

CHOCOLATE 

NAVY 



These two styles offer one unique look in LinenMe.  
Rustic style products are made of rough pure linen yarns 
woven according to ancient traditions. Rustic is similar 
to table linen our grandmothers used to have! Beautiful 
natural flax color and small handmade fringed edges.  
Machine washable. Tablecloths are not available in this 
design. 

Napkins: 19’’ x 19’’ (48x48cm).

Runners: 18’’ x 55’’ (45 x 140 cm), 18’’ x 90’’ (45 x 229 cm).

Placemats: 14’’ x 18’’ (35 x 45 cm).

Linen is versatile, and this hand-woven Lara design 
proves it. The 100% linen placemat is hard-wearing and 
is perfect for dressing up your breakfast or lunch table. 
Hand-woven placemat are made in eco- friendly way 
using fabric waste (available colors page 13). These 
placemats are produced with looms which are older than 
100 year. 

Placemats: 14’’ x 18’’ (35 x 45 cm).

TABLE LINEN:
RUSTIC & 
HANDWOVEN

COLORS

CITRINE

NATURAL CANYON ROSE

RABBIT 

OFF WHITE



Stonewashed linen tablecloths, napkins and runners 
are prewashed during the production process to make 
them extremely soft, easy care and to give them that 
crumply rustic look that is sought after by so many of 
our clients. This style is finished with 2cm hems with 
mitered corners.

Tablecloths: 67’’ x 67’’ (170x170cm), 
67’’ x 98’’ (170x250cm), 67’’ x 108’’ (170x275cm) and
67’’ x 126’’ (170x320cm)*.

Runners: 20’’ x 67’’ (50x170cm).

Placemats: 14’’ x 20’’ (35 x 50cm).

Napkins: 21’’ x 21’’ (53x53cm).

* Stone washed table linen colours: optical white, 
natural, silver, aloe, rosa, blue, taupe, balsam green, 
ice blue, canyon rose (see page 7).
Other sizes and models upon request.

A refined chevron weave characterizes “Emi”, “Emil”, 
& “Emilia”.  The different names correspond to the 
unique finishes of the styles.  
Not prewashed, Emi has a simple hem with mitered 
corners.  Emil offers a hand- made hemstitch finish.  
Emilia has machine made hemstitch. 

The large color palette and choice of finishing makes 
each style unique.

Tablecloths: 55’’ x 55’’ (140x140cm), 
55’’ x 98’’ (140x250cm), 55’’ x 126’’ (140x320cm).

Tablecloths with double borders: 70’’x70’’ (178x178cm), 
70’’x108’’ (178x275cm), 70’’x 144’’ (178x365cm).

Runners: 20’’ x 55’’ (50x140cm).

Placemats: 14’’ x 20’’ (35x50cm).

Napkins: 18’’ x 18’’ (45x45cm).

Other sizes and models upon request.

TABLE LINEN:
STONE WASHED

EMI,  EMIL,  
EMILIA



COLORS EMILIA 2

LILAC

LOLYYPOP

CORAL (NEW)

RED 
BORDEUX

LUPINE

RAINFOREST 
GREEN

VIOLET

BLOOD ORANGE

MAUVE

DARK GREEN PORCELAIN BLUE

ROYAL BLUE

MAZARINE BLUE

FIRE

AUBERGINE

LIGHT GREEN  SKY BLUERUST

COLORS EMILIA

MUSHROOM GREY IVORY

NATURAL CHOCOLATE SAFARI

SAGE WHEAT

MANDARINE

ORANGE

OFF WHITE NOUGAT CHARCOAL CURRY

WHITE



Highest quality pure linen Rustico fabric is perfect for 
table linen. Available in more than 20 colors. Table 
linen products are finished with mitered corners. 
Extremely soft and nice to touch and look. The table 
linen products are made from 100% linen fabric. Hand 
towels are also available. 

Napkins: 20’’ x 20’’ (51 x 51 cm).

Placemat: 14’’ x 20’’ (35 x 50 cm).

Runners: 20’’ x 55’’ (50 x 140 cm), 14’’ x 72’’
 (36 x 183 cm), 14’’ x 98’’ (36 x 250 cm).

Tablecloths: 55’’ x 55’’ (140 x 140 cm), 55’’ x 98’’
 (140 x 250 cm), 55’’ x 126’’ (140 x 320 cm).

Hand towels: 19’’ x 28’’ (47 x 70 cm).

Other sizes and models upon request. 

TABLE LINEN:
RUSTICO

COLORS

LIGHT GREEN LUPINE CORALLE

NATURAL

CITRINE

AUBERGINE

ASTER

GREY

ANTHRAZIT

BALSAM GREEN

JEANS

BROWNDARK GREEN

STONE BLUE
 (NEW)

NOUGAT

MINT (NEW)

SAFARI GREEN

RABBIT

CANYON ROSEOATMEAL

RAINFOREST 
GREEN

MAUVE

BORDEAUX

OFF WHITE 



Rainbow collection suits any occasion with its colorful 
design, softness, & pre wash easy care. Made of 100 % 
linen fabric with a white  or natural ground, the 30 
colors of stripes coordinate any Lara colors. Rainbow 
products fit any decor. 
 

Tablecloths: 55’’ x 55’’ (140 x 140 cm), 55’ x 98’’
 (140 x 250 cm), 55’’ x 108’’ (140 x 274 cm).

Runners: 18’’ x 72’’ (45 x 183 cm), 
18’’ x 90’’ (45 x 229 cm).

Napkin: 18’’ x 18’’ (45 x 45 cm).

Bath towels: 39’’ x 55’’ (100 x 140 cm), 
26’’ x 51’’ (65 x 130 cm).

Hand towels (x2): 19’’ x 27’’ (47 x 69 cm).

Other sizes and models upon request.

TABLE LINEN:
RAINBOW 

COLORS

RAINBOW 3 NATURAL

RAINBOW 3 WHITERAINBOW 2 NATURAL

RAINBOW 1 NATURAL 



All natural stripe shades of linen are prewashed.  They lend 
themselves to coordinate with our solid colors.  “Brittany”, 
“Linum”, & “Lucas” are the styles in this collection.  Classic 
pattern and unobtrusive natural / cream shades make it 
perfect for both every day and special occasions. Fabric 
density from 280g / m² to 300g/m².

Tablecloths: 55’’ x 55’’ (140x140cm),
 55’’ x 98’’ (140x250cm), 55’’ x 126’’ (140x320cm).

Tablecloths with seams: 70’’ x 70’’ (178x178cm),
 70’’ x 108’’ (178x275cm), 70’’ x 144’’ (178x365cm).

Runners: 20’’ x 55’’ (50x140cm).

Placemats: 14’’ x 20’’ (35x50cm).

Napkins: 17’’ x 17’’ (43x43cm).

Other sizes and models upon request.

TABLE LINEN:
NATURAL STRIPES

LINUM NATURAL

BRITTANY MEDIUM LINUM CREAM LUCAS WHITE

PHILIPPE CREAM

BRITTANY SMALL LUCAS NATURAL

BRITTANY LARGE

COLORS



This collection includes “Provence” & “Venice” designs 
which offer a natural background. “Tuscany” & “Phillippe” 
are with white background. All products are prewashed, 
extremely soft and drapes beautifully when on a table. 
Fabric density from 280g / m² to 300g / m².

Tablecloths: 55’’ x 55’’ (140x140cm), 
55’’ x 98’’ (140x250cm), 55’’ x 126’’ (140x320cm).

Runners: 20’’ x 55’’ (50x140cm).

Placemats: 14’’ x 20’’ (35x50cm).

Napkins: 17’’ x 17’’ (43x43cm).

Other sizes and models upon request.

TABLE LINEN:
COLORED STRIPES

COLORS

MULTISTRIPE 
BLACK WHITE

MULTISTRIPE 
BLACK NATURALT

PROVENCE 
BLACK

FRANCESCA 
BIRCH

MULTISTRIPE 
BIRCH

PHILIPPE 
GREY

TUSCANY GREY

PROVENCE 
BEIGE

FRANCESCA 
OLIVE GREEN

MULTISTRIPE 
OLIVE GREEN

PHILIPPE 
OLIVE GREEN

MULTISTRIPE 
BLUE NATURAL

VENICE 
BLUE

PROVENCE 
RED

FRANCESCA 
BLUE

MULTISTRIPE 
BLUE WHITE

PHILIPPE 
BLUE

TUSCANY
BLUE

PROVENCE
BLUE

FRANCESCA 
RED

MULTISTRIPE 
RED

PHILIPPE 
RED

TUSCANY 
RED



We are extremely proud of the LinenMe range of 
huckaback towels and bathroom accessories. The 
“Washed Waffle” collection is our honeycomb woven 
100% bath linen.  Garment wash technology ensures 
softness and ability to retain shape after washing. 
LinenMe is one of the first to offer a range of towels 
in all sizes in Washed Waffle.  Soft, easy care, highly 
absorbent, these towels are ideal in any environment. 
Fabric density is 195g / m².

 
Bath towel: 39’’ x 63’’ (100x160cm).

Bath towel: 30’’ x 51’’ (75x130cm).

Hand Towels (x2): 20’’ x 28’’ (50x70cm).

Wash Cloths (x4): 12’’ x 12’’ (30x30cm).

Other sizes and models upon request.

BATH LINEN:
WASHED WAFFLE

COLORS

SILVER RABBIT WHITE (NEW)

ICE BLUE

CANYON ROSE CORAL (NEW)ALOE GREEN

CITRINE STONE BLUE (NEW

BALSAM GREEN MINT (NEW)

ROSA PLUM KITTEN NAVY NATURAL 

BLUE

OPTICAL WHITE



LinenMe bath towels are sturdy and extremely 
absorbent. Linen towels are quick to dry and easily 
washable in the machine. 
“Lara” style offers a wide range of solid colors to 
coordinate with the stripe choices of “Hubert”, 
“Linium”, “Lucas”, “Brittany”, ‘’Provence’’, 
‘’Philippe’’, ‘’Venice’’ and ‘’Tuscany’’.

Bath towel: 39’’ x 55’’ (100 x 140cm).

Bath towel: 26’’ x 51’’ (65x130cm).

Hand towels (x2): 17’’ x 28’’ (42x70cm).

Other sizes and models upon request.

The entire world remembers the kitchen towels of our 
grandmother’s era where linen was the only fabric 
used.  LinenMe with its linen expertise, offers a wide 
range of kitchen towels and aprons complemented by 
bread baskets.  You will find each of our fabrics in the 
kitchen towels.  Lara and Rustic are also available in 
aprons.  Jazz & Rustic are available in bread baskets.

Lara Apron: 26’’ x 39’’ (65x100cm) (see color page 13).

Apron Rustic: 35’’ x 39’’ (90x100cm) (see color page 15).

Linen basket: S: 6’’x8’’ (15x20cm), M: 8’’x8’’ 
(20x20cm), L: 10’’x8’’ (20x25cm).

Linen tea towels (x2): 19’’ x 28’’ (47x70cm).

Other sizes, embroideries and designs on request.

BATH LINEN: 
LARA & STRIPES

KITCHEN 
LINENS



LinenMe offers an extensive range of apparel 
accessories. Some of the most popular accessories are 
our handmade linen scarves. Transparent and light, 
they offer a touch of style and warmth in more than 20 
colors. The Lara tote bag is colorful, large & practical.  
It can be used for outings to the store or to the beach 
(available colors page 13). 

Scarf single hem: 26’’ x 79’’ (65x200cm).

Scarf with fringe: 26’’ x 79’’ (65x200cm).

100% linen bag: 12’’ x 12’’ x 12’’ (30x30x30cm).

LinenMe is not just about linens for bed, bath and table. 
We also offer wide assortment of decorative accessories 
as cushion covers, linen throws and curtains. 

Lara throw with fringes: 53’’ x 79’’ (135 x 200 cm).
Washed waffle throw with fringes: 63’’ x 79’’ 
(160 x 200 cm).

Cushions: each of lines are available in 18’’ x 18’’ 
(45x45 cm), 12’’ x 20’’ (30x50cm) or 16’’ x 24’’ (40x60cm), 
with buttons or zipper closure.

Curtains in Rustico and Colored Stripes, Stone washed, 
Lara designs: 67’’x110’’ (170x280cm) or 57’’x110’’ 
(145x280cm).

From 150cm wide fabric, curtain sizes are available 
140cm wide and any length. From 180 cm wide fabric, 
curtains are available 170cm wide by any length.

Other sizes and models upon request.

LINEN 
ACCESSORIES

DECORATIVE 
ACCESSORIES



FA B R I C S
LinenMe has probably one of the widest range of fabrics. 
We keep more than 1000 different linen fabrics in stock. 
LinenMe fabrics are ideal for light and heavy upholstery, 
table linen, cushions, bed spreads, curtains and lamp 
shades, as well as clothing. From distinctive stripes to 
patterns, from various natural shades to radiant colours, 
there is something to suit any style.
 
Fabrics are sold min 5 meters per color, per style. Fabrics 
ordered up to 10 meters are folded and shipped in the 
box. More than 10 meters shipped on rolls. 
 
 Most of fabrics except Lara can be purchased as 
prewashed or not prewashed.  
You can find fabrics characteristic on (pages 38 and 39).
We recommend to order sample books from current lot. 
 



Clothing from Linen Me is made of pure linen and is 
a comfort able to wear.  The collection is designed for 
an active, busy woman, who nevertheless want to look 
stylish and feminine. 

Linen clothes add charm and trendiness to any 
style and can be worn for a long time because of its 
characteristics; high strength and durability. And 
more - LinenMe clothes will become your favourite 
ones! Linen clothing cannot be beaten because of its 
comfort qualities - feels light, fresh and cool. Linen 
clothes can be worn in any kind of weather. 
Whether for day (dresses, tunics, shirts, jackets, 
trousers) or overnight (kimonos, shirts pajamas or 
night), the clothes are comfortable, easy to maintain 
and very colorful.
 
More than 10 colours and 20 styles options. 
Available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL.
Other sizes and models upon request.

H O M E  W E A R



FABRIC SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGN
Brittany large
Brittany medium
Brittany small
Emilia
Francesca
Jazz
Jazz
Herringbone
Hubert
Lara
Linum
Linum
LUCIA
Lucas
Lucas
Multistripe
Multistripe
Philippe
Provence
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
PLAIN
Rhomb Damask
Rhomb Damask
Stone Washed Bed Linen
Stone Washed Table Linen
STRIPED
STRIPED
SQUARE
Rustic
Rustic
Tuscany
Twill
Twill

FABRIC UNWASHED
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
220CM
220CM
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
220CM
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
220CM (87”)
220CM (87”)
220CM (87”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
160cm (63”)
160cm (63”)
285CM (112”)
180CM (71”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
100CM (39”)
100CM (39”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)

FABRIC ART. 
1532/3/330 LARGE
1532/2/330   MEDIUM
1532/4/330 SMALL
4L25-…….
1752/1 …..
1787/9-1
1787/9-2
318
06 …
1546 ….
#1560
#1559
491/101
#1380
#1375
1752/2  …..
1382/2-33
1779/2 …..
729/1 ….
78
78/1
66
40
40/1
51
52
91
91/1
301
301/1
381
381/1
382
1498
789
#1041
237
386
233
KT13039 ….
KT18179 ….
BA2P18-4
020
2P18 - 1903
3-41
3-40
1779/1 …..
1458
1459

WIDTH PREWASHED
140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)

140CM (55”)

140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)

140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)

140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)

150CM (59”)
150CM (59”)

140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)
140CM (55”)

QUALITY
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
50% linen 50% cotton
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen
100% linen

Table Linen
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Bathroom          Linen
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

Bed                       Linen
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

Kitchen Linen
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

Curtains
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+

Clothes

+

+
+

+
+

Scarves UPHOLSTERY
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+

Density
280 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
195 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
200 gr/m2
200 gr/m2
220 gr/m2
330 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
330 gr/m2
330 gr/m2
195gr/m2
220 gr/m2
220 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
200 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
125 gr/m2
125 gr/m2
125 gr/m2
150 gr/m2
150 gr/m2
150 gr/m2
150 gr/m2
185 gr/m2
185 gr/m2
185 gr/m2
185 gr/m2
170 gr/m2
170 gr/m2
165 gr/m2
175 gr/m2
220 gr/m2
240 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
240 gr/m2
240 gr/m2
165gr/m2
165gr/m2
190gr/m2
165gr/m2
190gr/m2
450gr/m2
450gr/m2
280 gr/m2
280 gr/m2
280 gr/m2

Pattern
Vertical stripes
Vertical stripes
Vertical stripes
Heringbone
Vertical stripes
Horizontal stripes
Horizontal stripes
Heringbone

Heringbone
Vertical stripes
Vertical stripes
Plain
Vertical stripes
Vertical stripes
Horizontal stripes
Horizontal stripes
Vertical stripes, stripe width - 5cm
Vertical stripes
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Damask
Damask
Plain
Plain
Vertical stripes
Vertical stripes
Square pattern
Plain
Plain
Vertical stripes
Twill
Twill

COLOUR
CREAM/NATURAL
CREAM/NATURAL
CREAM/NATURAL
Available in more then 55 colors
Available in 4 colors
RED
NAVY BLUE/WHITE
OFF WHITE
Available in 2 colors
Available in 26 colors
Natural
Cream
Available in more then 55 colors
White
Natural
Available in 6 colors
NATURAL WHITE
Available in 4 colors
Available in 3 colors
OFF WHITE
OPTICAL WHITE
NATURAL
OFF WHITE
OPTICAL WHITE
NATURAL
NATURAL
OFF WHITE
OPTICAL WHITE
OFF WHITE
OPTICAL WHITE
OFF WHITE
OPTICAL WHITE
NATURAL
NATURAL
NATURAL
NATURAL
NATURAL
OFF WHITE
Natural
Available in 9 colors
Available in 7 colors
WHITE BLUE STRIPES
IVORY/ BLACK
WHITE BLUE SQUARES
OFF WHITE
NATURAL
Available in 4 colors
OFF WHITE
BEIGE
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